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Origin-Destination (OD) data is a crucial part of price estimation in the aviation industry, and an
OD flight is any number of flights a passenger takes in a single journey. OD data is a complex set
of data that is both flow and multidimensional type of data.
In this work, the focus is to design interactive visualization techniques to support user exploration
of OD data. The thesis work aims to find which of the two menu designs suit better for OD data
visualization: breadth-first or depth-first menu design. The two menus follow Schneiderman’s Task
by Data Taxonomy, a broader version of the Information Seeking Mantra.
The first menu design is a parallel, breadth-first menu layout. The layout shows the variables in
an open layout and is closer to the original data matrix. The second menu design is a hierarchical,
depth-first layout. This layout is derived from the semantics of the data and is more compact in
terms of screen space.
The two menu designs are compared in an online survey study conducted with the potential end
users. The results of the online survey study are inconclusive, and therefore are complemented
with an expert review. Both the survey study and expert review show that the Sankey graph
is a good visualization type for this work, but the interaction of the two menu designs requires
further improvements. Both of the menu designs received positive and negative feedback in the
expert review. For future work, a solution that combines the positives of the two designs could be
considered.
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1. Introduction
In the aviation industry, following the passenger demand is crucial to price estimation in
order to find the optimal prices for a given departure. Origin-Destination flights (OD) are
any number of flights a passenger takes in a single journey. For example, a passenger wants
to travel from A (Origin) to C (Destination) the actual flights booked are A-B-C and the
OD is A-C. OD data gives the airline’s passenger demand information to determine the
future offered prices using revenue management.
In this thesis, the focus is to design interactive visualization techniques to support
user exploration of OD data. The OD data used in the thesis has not been visualized
before, and the user’s interest is in comparing the changes in passenger flow. This thesis
work aims to clarify the question, which interactive menu design is more suitable for OD
data visualization: breadth-first or depth-first. The focus of the work is on addressing
challenges in data complexity and how to ease the complexity through interaction.
The OD data consists of variables such as time, passenger flow amounts and multiple
location variables. The visualization focuses on the two primary data types, flow and
multidimensional data, and how to effectively showcase both of these types. Relevant
research of flow and multidimensional data show multiple possible options for visualizing
the two types of data. The visualization technique chosen for this work is the Sankey
graph, and the Sankey graph is compared and verified against other visualizations types
for flow or multidimensional data.
Interaction is one option to overcome the complexity of the data. The Information-
Seeking Mantra guides how to design efficient and fluent interaction. A broader version
of this mantra, Task by Data Type taxonomy, gives further insights into what interaction
is suitable for the specific datatype. Both of these guidelines are used to determine the
best possible interactive menu designs for the OD data.
Two interactive menu designs are implemented to determine which menu design is
better suited for the OD data. The first menu design is an open, breadth-first menu design
that resembles the original data matrix. The second design is a hierarchical, depth-first
menu that is based on the variables of the data. The two designs are compared in an
online survey study conducted at Finnair to determine which interactive design supports
user exploration better. The survey study consists of task questions to familiarize with
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the application and qualitative SUS survey questions. The online survey study results are
complemented with a separate expert review.
In this work, I will examine the relevant research regarding visualization and inter-
action. In chapter two I present flow and multidimensional visualization techniques. I
will also introduce interaction techniques, and give applicable examples regarding the two
data types. In chapter three I examine the target of the visualization, the OD data. First,
I will introduce the origins of the demand variable through an example of a fare family
forecasting model. Second, I will examine the basic information of OD data as well as the
key factors from the data that affect the design.
In chapter four I will go through the design process. Using the design process, I
create two distinctive interactive menu designs. I examine these designs more thoroughly
in chapter five, along with the shared Sankey graph. I compare the menu designs in a
two-step study consisting of an online survey and an expert review. I present these in
chapters six and seven. In chapter six, I explain the structure of the online survey study
and discuss shortly the results of the survey. Besides the survey study, I will discuss the
two designs with two experts in a short interview known as expert review. This expert
review complements the online user study. In the end, I will discuss the results of both
of these studies and the points emphasized by the previous research in the last chapter.
2. Background
In this work, interactive visualization techniques are used to present a complex set of
data, the Origin-Destination (OD) data. The OD data is flow and multidimensional data.
Thus, this chapter reviews research on visualizing these two types of data, and interaction
techniques to overcome the complexity of these two types. Example visualizations are also
introduced to demonstrate the applicable visualization techniques for the respective data
types.
The flow data is a set of data that describes the transportation of quantities such
as energy, material or passengers from a source to a target destination [1, 2]. The Sankey
graph is commonly used to visualize flow data, and it shows the flow quantity as the width
of the link [1, 2].
Multidimensional data is a set of data with more than three dimensions [3, 4]. The
dataset can be challenging to visualize with only one diagram due to its complexity. Many
visualizations support only two dimensions and visualizing all the data at once can create
an overcrowded view for the user, also known as visual clutter.
2.1 Visualization Techniques by Data Type
The OD data is multidimensional data consisting of passenger flows, meaning the dataset
consists of two separate data types: flow and multidimensional type. Depicting two
separate types of data in one visualization requires design considerations to show both of
the types respectively.
Firstly, the flow type of visualization needs to depict the direction and intensity (or
amount) of flow between the source and target. Secondly, the visualization for multidi-
mensional data requires enough data to be presented from all the possible axes. This can
be done in separate visualizations or through a visualization designed to depict multiple
axes.
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(a) Sankey [5] (b) Parallel Coordinates [6] (c) Parallel Sets [5]
(d) Chord Diagram [7]
Figure 2.1: Example visualizations for flow data
2.1.1 Flow data
There are three variables that are important for visualizing flow type of data: source and
target of the flow, and the intensity (or amount) of the flow [2]. Commonly flow is also
considered directed, and the direction can also be presented visually. OD data is directed
flow data: flights have directions and therefore the passenger flows have directions as well.
The flow data has multiple specific data visualization types. These types include
Sankey, Flow Map [2] and Chord diagram, as well as the modified versions of these
visualizations. Flow type of data can also be visualized with Parallel Sets and Parallel
Coordinates, although they are originally developed to present sets and multidimensional
data. Also, other types of visualizations can be considered, e.g. a matrix or a heatmap.
These are originally developed to show quantities of network data or two-dimensional
data and lack the visual representation of the flow that e.g. Sankey can provide [4].
Sankey graph is most commonly used to visualize flow data, such as energy or
material in networks or processes [1]. It shows qualitative information about flows and
flow transportations. The Sankey graph shows the relationships between flows and allows
the user to compare them visually. Sankey graph is essentially an acyclic directed weighed
network graph that additionally presents the intensity of the flow. The graph consists of
nodes and the links that are the flows that connect these nodes. The intensity or amount
of flow is presented as the width of the link. The nodes and flows can be aligned either
top-to-bottom or left-to-right, and additional color coding can be added to nodes and
flows.
Examples of Sankey graphs from the energy system implement the graph in two
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different ways [1, 2]. The first interactive Sankey graph follows the basic structure of
the Sankey graph [1]. There are two implementations of this graph: a more detailed and
interactive version for energy system experts and a simplified web version for the general
public. The energy flows are arranged from top to bottom. Flow tracing is supported
by an implementation of highlighting the selected flows. Nodes can be grouped, and the
graph has an implementation of a panning tool. Similar to filters, This panning tool
recalculates the flow and node connections based on the user input.
The second graph implements similar grouping operations as well as presents time-
varying data [2]. The animation is used to present the changes over time by relocating the
node positions. The Sankey graph also presents the distribution of energy flow emissions
as three-dimensional bar charts at the end of each flow.
The two implementations of the Sankey graph for energy systems show that the vi-
sualization can convey complex information in a meaningful way [1, 2]. The visualizations
received positive feedback from business domain professionals and proved to be useful for
the general public as well. Especially tracing and comparing the flow transportation was
considered to be useful. Although Sankey can at first seem more like a complex visualiza-
tion, the research indicates that it is also successful in conveying information on a more
general level [1, 2].
Besides receiving positive feedback from the end-users, the Sankey graph has other
potential benefits compared to the other possible flow data visualizations listed above and
in picture 2.1. The Sankey graph is not limited to one or two dimensions and shows the
dimensions as vertical sets of nodes distinguished by the flows passing through the sets of
nodes. This feature allows a more complex and versatile visualization than e.g the chord
diagrams round shape can provide. Also, the single smaller flows with the same path from
source to target are bundled together as one whole flow, which makes the interpretation
of the graph easier for the user and allows the visual size comparison between the flows.
The flow bundling and structure of the Sankey graph allows the user to trace the flow
from beginning to end with one view.
Another alternative to Sankey is Parallel sets. The parallel sets visualization is very
close to the Sankey graph because it contains the same type of components: visualization
of nodes and flow between the nodes. The major difference is the flow structure, moreover
what data the visualization presents. The parallel sets visualization is created to present
categorical data. This presents in the graph as connections that span through each vertical
set of nodes. Vertical sets of nodes present one categorical variable and nodes are the single
categorical values in each variable. The connections represent the amount of specific
value in the category. Compared to Parallel sets connections, Sankey graphs flows have
no limitation as to which nodes the flow should reach. The parallel sets graph can be
visualized with the Sankey algorithm. The only difference is the structure.
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Although Sankey is a versatile graph option, there are scenarios where the Sankey
graph is not a suitable choice. The Sankey graph presents an acyclic network and therefore
is not suitable for networks with one or more cyclic connections. The basic Sankey layout
assumes that data flows through nodes from left to right. Any exceptions to this flow,
such as cyclic connections, are not acceptable in the basic Sankey creation algorithms
[8]. The cyclic connections can be added with modifications to the traditional layout
[9]. These types of modifications would benefit for instance product lifecycles, where a
significant amount of products return to new use, i.e. create a cyclic connection back to
the flows original node.
Implementing additional layers to Sankey graphs has proved to be cumbersome
[1, 2]. At the time of implementing the first energy system Sankey graph (2005), complex
animated interactions were found to be difficult to implement[1]. The additional 3D layer
to nodes can also make visualizations less comparable to similar visualizations [2]. Adding
a 3D layer to visualizations rarely adds any useful information, unless the depth perception
is important [4], which is secondary for traditional Sankey graph implementations.
2.1.2 Multidimensional data
Multidimensional data is a set of data with n-dimensions (or variables) [3]. Typically most
relational and statistical databases present multidimensional data. The dataset can be
difficult to address with only one graph, and there is a limited set of visualization types
available for multidimensional data. Parallel coordinates and modifications of scatter
plots [3, 10] are visualization types that are capable of showing all variables at once.
A pairwise scatterplot shows a comparison of each pairwise combination of variables
in a matrix[10]. The pairwise scatterplot is commonly used for statistical data and is
mainly suitable for numerical data. The traditional pairwise scatterplot contains only two
dimensions and lacks the capability of showing all the variables of multidimensional data.
Adding an additional dimension allows pairwise scatterplot to show multidimensional data
respectively. The benefit of using a modified pairwise scatterplot is the familiarity of the
graph for the user. However, if the multidimensional data contains other variables than
numerical, pairwise scatterplot requires additional interaction and other visualizations to
complement it.
Parallel coordinates are efficient in displaying multidimensional data [3, 11]. The
visualization shows the user all the possible variables as vertical axes and the individ-
ual rows as lines crossing these axes. The visualization can show both numerical and
categorical data. Although being a versatile visualization, it has its limitations. With
large datasets, perceiving the individual rows becomes difficult. A more meaningful way
of looking at the graph would be bundling the individual rows together [12], which is
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already implemented in the Sankey graph.
Since there is only a limited amount of single visualization types available for mul-
tidimensional data, other implementations to overcome multidimensional datasets com-
plexity are identified by previous research. The multidimensional data can be visualized
with multiple separate visualizations that present different aspects of the data [4, 13].
The multiple visualizations that consist of the same type of visualization are known as
partitioned views. The partitioned views can be aligned in two ways. The first option is
list alignment, where views are grouped by a variable. For example, a grouped bar chart
is list aligned. The second option is matrix alignment, and matrix aligned visualizations
share the x- and y-axis across the partitioned views, much like in the pairwise scatter-
plots. The partitioned views also require that the data consists of the same variable types
because they share the same axis.
When visualizing multidimensional data, one can also use a combination of visual-
ization types, such as a heatmap and a bar chart. The separate different visualizations
can be arranged either as juxtapose or superimposed. Juxtaposed visualizations are shown
to the user side-by-side. The views can be coordinated together by e.g. using the same
visual encoding, but this is not always necessary. Juxtaposed visualizations require plenty
of screen space, but allow using more versatile visualizations.
Superimposed visualizations include techniques to layer visualizations together, such
as adding multiple lines in a line chart or combining a smaller visualization into a larger
visualization. The visualizations share the same coordinate system and the visualization
layers appear to fluently mix together. The different layers can be distinguished by color
encoding. Superimposed visualizations save screen space and enable comparison through
proximity. Much like the partitioned views, superimposed layers share the same coordinate
system and do not mix different data types together.
2.2 Interaction
Visualizing all the variables of multidimensional data at once is not relevant most of the
time, because this can create visual clutter. Using interaction to limit the amount of data
shown to a user can help to avoid overcrowded views [4]. Interaction can be added through
any given variable or visualization of choice. These include actions such as arrangement,
variable filtering, changing the viewpoint or aggregation. In other words, the user is given
the ability to select variables or how to change the data (e.g aggregation).
The common way to implement interaction is to follow the Schneiderman’s Visual
Information Seeking Mantra, “Overview at first, zoom and filter, details on demand” [3].
The Information Seeking Mantra is also part of the Task By Data Type Taxonomy [3].
This taxonomy assumes that each data type has specific tasks where the user searches for
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information from the data. These tasks can then be generalized and applied as interaction
to support visualizations.
Tasks for the multidimensional data include finding patterns, clusters, correlations
among pairs of variables as well as gaps and outliers. To achieve these tasks, interaction
is created beside the graph by allowing the user to create dynamic queries for the data.
This way the user is shown only the data of interest, with a limited amount of visual
clutter. For example, the 2D scatterplot can have a slider to change the data over time
[3].
The general tasks that the Task by Data Type Taxonomy describe are [3]:
1. Overview at first – Gain an overview of the dataset at first
2. Zoom - Zoom into items of interest
3. Filter – Filter to view items of interest
4. Details on Demand – Select an item or group to gain more insights on them
5. Relate – View the relationship between items
6. History – Track the history of actions and allow to revert to and modify previous
actions
7. Extract – Allow extraction of view or filtered dataset
The first four are the extracted tasks of the Information Seeking Mantra. The user
is commonly first shown a overview of the data. For multidimensional data, this could be
a summary of the variables. Zooming into items of interest allows the user to view items
more closely. Traditionally, zooming refers to the geometric zooming of images or maps,
but zooming can be done as semantic zooming as well [4]. Semantic zooming changes
the viewpoint of the data by limiting and filtering the data and can be applied to data
without geographical coordinates or images. Multidimensional data also requires filtering
out uninteresting values with dynamic queries. Filtering can be applied to both variables
and their values [4]. Once the data is zoomed and filtered into a smaller preferred set,
the details of the items can be easily viewed (Details on demand).
When viewing the details of the chosen items, the user can compare similarities and
differences between the items, such as the visualized relationship between the two items
Relate. In case the previous zooming and filters need adjustments, the user is shown the
History of previous actions as a list. The user can switch between variables or create a
completely new dynamic query. When there is a need for distributing this information,
the filtered dataset can be extracted and sent in the given format.
In an interactive visualization tool for multidimensional film data, the visualization
is combined with filtering options to limit the data [4]. The multidimensional dataset is
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visualized as a scatterplot, where the color-coding presents the genre and axes are year
and popularity. The filters include a time slider and selection for individual values. The
exploration begins with an overview of the data. The user can choose and adjust the
filters and the result of the filter choice is shown to the user immediately. Clicking a
single point on the scatterplot reveals more detailed information of the movie, which are
the remaining variables of the dataset.
The means of interaction can be applied to existing visualizations as well. The
Sankey graphs for energy systems have implementations supporting the Visual Informa-
tion Seeking Mantra. The visualizations provide first an overview of the energy distribu-
tion, the full Sankey graph. Zooming and details are implemented in two different ways.
The first implementation supports zooming and panning with a small window to view the
overall graph. The second implementation supports a change of view over time, where
a time slider is used to adjust the data shown to the user. Details of the flows can be
viewed from a tooltip.
2.2.1 Interactive Menu Layouts for Filtering
The task by data taxonomy for multidimensional data suggests filtering and dynamic
queries to limit the data shown to the user. Implementing multiple filters for the data re-
quires an interactive menu layout. The design considerations for interactive menu layouts
consist of menu component and menu items allocation, structural cues and menu path
flexibility [14].
Menu components are often presented in a hierarchical structure. The hierarchical
structure is presented either as breadth or depth layout [14, 15]. The only conclusive
finding between depth vs. breadth distinction is that increasing depth has been found
to have more negative impacts. Response time and error rates increase when the depth
level is increased. The breadth hierarchy is also associated with being more familiar to
users. However, the depth hierarchy does have positive sides to it. Reducing the number
of parallel menu components saves screen space and information overload, which is an
important aspect when showing multiple filters for multidimensional data.
Inside the menu layout, the navigation of the menu can be eased by grouping the
components or individual items together, known as chunking [14]. Positional chunking
organizes components or items together based on spatial layout. Semantic chunking orga-
nizes components or items based on their meaning. In semantic chunking, the organization
of the components or items is done in a way that has meaning to the user or is based on
the user’s logic of categorizing components or items. The chunking of menu components
or items helps the user to recognize the menu structure and therefore reduces the time to
navigate the menu.
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The angle in which the menu components are navigated affects the time of navigation
[16]. Vertical movements are faster than horizontal movements. The smaller the angle
between the components, the harder it is to distinguish the items from one another. The
alignment of components also affects the consumption of screen space. Components that
are distinguished by angle can reduce the amount of screen space used, but are difficult
to place near the screen edges. The traditional vertical components also hold more items
and searching items inside them is easier.
The search for items inside the menu component is eased by providing sorting [16].
The random ordering is found to be slower than alphabetical or categorical. Alphabetical
ordering is better when the user knows which item to search for, and therefore is less
beneficial for novice users. Categorical or functional ordering can help to learn the menu
components structure faster. The user can create memory groupings of items that reflect
the visible groups, which makes the navigation faster. The effects of menu items sorting
disappear when user’s skills increase, and therefore the sorting only helps the novice users.
The navigation inside the menu component can be restricted to avoid possible errors.
This is done by creating a tunnel of choosing, by for example steering a cursor inside a
hierarchical dropdown menu [16]. If no item is chosen, the menu is closed to avoid
erroneous clicking. Creating the tunnel decreases the number of errors made by the user,
but it is slower and complex to use compared to non-restricted menu navigation.
The menu layout design options mentioned above are used differently by users with
different skill levels [15, 16]. The user can roughly be categorized as a novice or an expert.
A novice user is unfamiliar with the menu layout and commonly takes more time to scan
the menu items than taking any action. In order to find items, the novice needs readable
and meaningful labels for each item. While navigating, the novice often experiences
disorientation. The disorientation causes the novice to return to already visited menu
components and items and increases the cognitive load by having to remember component
and item locations. In order to serve the purposes of the novice user, the menu layout
should support guided exploration and learning.
Experts’ navigation time consists mostly of motor movements or actions [15, 16].
Instead of visually searching items in general, experts often decide what item they want to
select and navigate to this item instantly. Experts remember and rely on the content and
locations of the menu items, which allows them to perform actions at a faster pace. The
fast-paced actions are less precise movements, and therefore they can more easily miss a
target. Experts also need to return to novice behavior, if the learned menu layout has
changed or previously learned layout has been forgotten. It is more common that users
switch between novice and expert behavior, rather than being either one of the two. To
support both transition to expert and expert behavior, the menu layout should support
effective navigation as well as content learning.
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An example of an interactive menu layout is a parallel sets visualization tool devel-
oped to view multiple different datasets [17]. The parallel sets visualization is positioned in
the center surrounded by two interactive menus. On the left side menu is the user-chosen
filters, and on the right side, the user can change the data source for the visualization.
The filter menu items are aligned vertically. The user drags and drops interesting vari-
ables for visualization. The categories’ values (flows in Sankey graph) can be reordered
since the categorical values do not have a fixed order or hierarchy. This allows the user
to compare the variables more closely together if necessary. The user can highlight the
categories’ values that help to view all the related connections better.
The basic interaction on the parallel sets tool was shown to be easy to learn for the
user. However, the more demanding dimension composition functionality and independent
change of axes proved to be less intuitive. The tool was identified to require more expert
behavior and knowledge from statistics, and therefore lacks the support for novice users.
The second identified issue is the difficulties in comparison when the categories have
multiple different sizes or the amount of categories is huge. To solve this problem of visual
clutter and inconvenience of comparison, an option was added for allowing the user to
change the axis from vertical to horizontal and vice versa. In vertical mode, the nodes
are aligned from top-to-bottom, whereas horizontal mode aligns nodes left-to-right. The
change from vertical to horizontal resizes the categories and thus eases readability if the
categories are hard to view in vertical mode. This, however, helps until a certain point
and a more useful solution would be applying a more detailed semantic zooming, where
the user can themself zoom into interesting categories.
3. Origin-Destination (OD) Data
Figure 3.1: Example of what an Origin-Destination flight could be
Origin-Destination flights (OD) are any number of flights passengers take in a single
journey. For example, a passenger wants to travel from Helsinki (Origin) to Bangkok
(Destination) (fig 3.1). The optimal route for the passenger is with a connection through
Frankfurt, and the physical flights are Helsinki-Frankfurt and Frankfurt-Bangkok. Thus,
the OD flight for this passenger is Helsinki-Bangkok.
The OD flight data consists of the characteristics of the OD routes. The popularity
of the OD route is estimated by the revenue management system in the form of forecasted
demand. The OD data presents the current booked number of passengers and the demand
for OD flights as well as the departure and arrival airports region information. In this
work, the target is to present the demand and passenger amounts of the OD flights
respectively.
The next section describes the origins of the demand and how the demand is es-
timated. Demand is part of the fare family forecasting, which aims at estimating the
passenger’s interest towards the fare family tickets and willingness to pay [18]. The func-
tions describe the relation of demand to the customer choice behavior and further on,
what is the role of the OD dataset in terms of demand.
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3.1 Fare Family Forecasting
In order to understand the importance of the demand in the OD dataset, one must look
behind the logic of forecasting demand. The demand forecast is part of the fare family
forecasting in revenue management (RM) [18]. The target of fare family forecasting is to
calculate the marginal revenue (or yield) to determine the lowest open fare for the fare
families. Finnair uses a fare family forecasting model that applies the fare adjustment
theory, a variation of the choice-based forecast model. The general fare family forecasting
model created by Fiig et al. [18], is described here to gain insight from the origins of the
demand data.
The fare family forecasting model is based on multiple previous airline revenue
management models [18]. One of the important steps of this model is the segmentation
of demand as price-oriented demand and product-oriented demand. The price demand
is the estimate of passenger’s willingness to pay. The product-demand (or demand in
OD data) is estimated using traditional forecast methods that assume the demand as an
independent variable. Although this is a faulty assumption and, demand is dependent
on multiple factors, the transformation of demand into an independent variable helps in
forecasting. This transformation is made when the demand is used to calculate marginal
revenue, the final value of fare family forecasting, and therefore is not considered in the
upcoming example model.
Assume we have two fare families, flex and economy [18]. The two fare families
price points are: flex f = f1. . . fm and economy p = p1. . . pm, where the flex family has
fewer restrictions than economy. The lowest open fare in flex family is denoted as f and
similarly, the lowest open fare in economy is denoted as p. The price points are discrete
and in descending order with the restriction that f > p, and naturally p >= pm and
f >= fm, where pm and fm are the lowest price point available in each fare family. The
two fare families can overlap, meaning that the lowest price points of f can be equal to
the highest price points of p.
The demand for the flex fare is generally dependent on the passenger’s willingness
to pay (price-oriented demand) and their interest to either of the fare families relative to
the price gap between the fare families (product-oriented demand) [18]. This assumption
is the base for the fare family forecasting, and thus the model can be built upon customer
choice behavior and the airline’s fare family structure (f, p).
When the passenger is purchasing their ticket, they can make the choice of flex or
economy, or no-go, as in passenger not purchasing the ticket at all [18]. This customer’s
behavior is modeled as a decision tree (fig 3.2), which begins with the question of purchas-
ing the ticket, i.e. is the passenger willing to pay the cheapest open fare p or not. This is
called the sell up. For the sake of clarity, assume the probability of sell up is exponential,
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Figure 3.2: Decision tree of purchase behavior, original: [18]
and thus the exponential model is: psup(pm− > p) = exp[a(p/pm − 1)], where a is the
price elasticity parameter. The sell up probability is normalized in this example, which
in turn gives us a probability of no go as 1− psup(pm− > p).
The second decision is a question of the passenger’s willingness to purchase sell up
from p to f, the first two decisions from figure 3.2 [18]. This likelihood is composed of the
probability of sell up from p to pm and from pm to f .
psup(pm− > f) = exp[−a(p/pm − 1)] ∗ exp[−a(f − p/pm)] = exp[−a(f/pm − 1)]
The third decision is the sell across, which indicates the probability of a customer
purchasing ticket f [18]. This purchase decision is modeled with a random utility model
(rutil). The random utility model depicts how much the customer values the difference
between the two fare classes f and p, given that he can afford p. If the utility u is greater
than the difference f − p, the customer will purchase f. For this demonstration, assume
that utility is exponentially distributed. U ∼ β exp(−β ∗ u).
Based on the decision tree described above, the demand model is constructed [18].
For this demand model, it is assumed that there are two travel purposes: business (B) and
leisure (L). These travel purposes comprise of different characteristics. Business purpose
passengers have a high sell up and sell across probability, and tend to book tickets closer to
departure, whereas leisure purpose passengers have lower sell up and sell across probability
and book flights earlier.
The demand for both fare families is calculated for both travel purposes B and L.
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The formula is constructed from the decision tree as:
dflex(f, p) = Σpsg=B,Ldflexpsg(f, p)
decon(f, p) = Σpsg=B,Ldeconpsg(f, p)
The results from formulas above are the demands per each fare family. Therefore,
the total demand is the sum of these quantities:
Q(f, p) = dflex(f, p) + decon(f, p)
The price-oriented revenue is calculated by multiplying the price policy to the de-
mand:
TR(f, p) = f ∗ dflex(f, p) + p ∗ decon(f, p)
This is the first step towards calculating marginal revenue for the fare family fore-
casting. The modern choice-based models are comprised of a more complex set of travel
purposes and fare families, and therefore require more sophisticated solutions for forecast-
ing the marginal revenue.
3.2 Demand and the Variables of OD Data
As the family forecasting model shows, demand is an essential part of fare family forecast-
ing. In general, demand is dependent on time and location, depicted by the rest of the
variables of the OD dataset and the demand values are commonly constructed as a curve
[18]. The calculated demand values produced by the revenue management system are
dependent on the variables of the OD dataset, i.e. in reality, the rest of the variables are
given as hyperparameters for the model. The demand is dependent on the geographical
regions, time of departure (seasonality, weekends..) and point-of-sale (POS). All these
variables are present in the OD dataset provided by Finnair.
The revenue management system outputs two kinds of demand measures: one calcu-
lated solely by the system and another one adjusted by analysts. Additionally, the system
produces variables with different time constraints. The amount of demand changes based
on the sales period: whether the whole sales period of OD flight is considered or the
period from the current date to the OD flight departure date.
In addition to the previous time constraints, the demand can be set to be constrained
by the aircraft’s capacity. The constraint limits the booking to the maximum capacity of
the aircraft, and therefore overbooking is not considered. The demand also changes when
the number of booked passengers changes. The increased amount of bookings increases the
amount of demand for the OD flight. Passenger bookings come in two forms: individual
and group bookings. Bookings are not always fixed, and passengers can cancel their
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bookings. Therefore, it is also useful for the analysts to view the fixed booking amounts
which are estimated based on the previous cancellation rates.
3.3 Analysis of Key Points for the Visualization
The OD data Finnair uses is a matrix that originates from the revenue management
system. The total amount of variables used in this study is 31, and an additional five
variables are created for the visualization. The variables can be roughly split into three
categories: geographical regions, measures (demand, booked passengers), and other gen-
eral variables that the measures depend on, namely departure date (weekday and month)
and point-of-sale (POS). The individual rows are identified with an ID derived from the
variables, and the total number of rows in this test dataset is 422’347.
The geographical region variables are categorical variables. These follow the stan-
dard IATA -coding used in the aviation industry [19] (International Air Transportation
Association). The quantitative measures include two different types of variables: the
demand variables and the booked passenger amounts. Other interesting variables pre-
sented in the visualization are the categorical variables that demand and booked passenger
amounts are dependent on; point-of-sale (POS), weekday and month.
The test dataset provided by Finnair is one week’s data from the future. Each row is
one OD flight per cabin and country where the flights have been purchased. The interest
is not in the single OD flights, but the total sum of measures, the demand or booked
passengers per OD route. Aggregation is required to present the measure sums of OD
routes.
The challenge of visualizing OD data lies in multidimensionality. As research sug-
gests, presenting all the multidimensional variables at once is not meaningful and filtering
the data to adjust the viewpoint is recommended in chapter 2. The use cases suggest that
analysts prefer viewing single OD routes with regional filters, which is a requirement for
filtering the data.
According to the Information Seeking Mantra, the visualization should first show
an overview of the user. Generally, OD data has no single overview layer. The data is
split into regions and an overview layer can be constructed per region and per measure.
For this work, it was agreed in the beginning with the Finnair representative that the
overview data would be the flows of the largest region variable, continent. Being the
largest region, the continent layer has the fewest flows and therefore also the largest flow
sums to depict the total quantity of measure.
There is a large variability in OD measures, and this creates a challenge for scal-
ing the visualization. Including small and large figures into the same graph can cause
distortion: the large figures take space from the smaller ones. There are techniques to
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overcome this difference, such as re-scaling the figures [20]. However, the interest is not
in the actual measures value, but instead in the comparison of these values. The only
requirement is that size comparison is visible, and the large variability itself is valuable
information. Unless the variability creates other problems, such as overlapping figures,
the visualization should not need adjustments for it.
The measure variables demand and booked passengers are independent. Small de-
mand can occur although there are no booked seats and vice versa. This is because the
demand is a forecast, as shown previously, and booked passenger amount is the actual
number of booked seats at the time when the data has been extracted. Therefore, booked
passenger amount measures are much more consistent than demand measures. This will
be visible in the visualization when changing the measures.
Besides the nominal data, the categorical data has its challenges. The OD flights
have in-region flights, which essentially create a circular connection. Traditional network
data visualization, such as Sankey and Chord diagram, show non-circular data. In addi-
tion to a large number of variables, the amount of categorical values is also large. The
dataset beholds over 200 IATA-airport codes [19], and similar to the variables, limiting
the codes with filters can help to reduce the visual clutter of showing all the codes at
once.
3.4 Use Cases
Before planning the implementation, a set of common use cases is defined. These use cases
contain the most generic tasks performed when searching and comparing the demand or
booked passenger amounts.
1. User wishes to view all OD flights from all continents
2. User wishes to view all flights from continent X to countries Y
3. User wishes to view all flights from countries Y to continent X
4. User wishes to see weekday distribution for OD route A to B
In general, the analyst wishes to see the demand or the current number of booked
passengers for OD routes and visually compare them. Currently, the comparison is done in
a matrix, which is the actual data produced by the revenue management system. There
is no visual representation of the matrix that could show the total demand or booked
passenger amounts for OD routes.
4. Pathway to The Suitable
Implementation
The suitable implementation is evaluated based on the research on flow and multidimen-
sional data and domain-specific key points. Before settling on the suitable visualization
for OD data, other possible options for OD visualization are tested. The trial included
four other visualization types besides Sankey: parallel coordinates, network, chord dia-
gram and chord with additional heatmap. The visualizations are compared to Sankey in
order to verify that Sankey is a suitable choice for this work. The test diagrams are static
views of one day’s data from the test OD dataset.
To complement the visualization, suitable interactive menu layouts are designed
and tested. These designs focus on solving the problem of showing multidimensional data
without overcrowded views. Filters are included in every design and the graph remains
the same across all the designs.
4.1 Possible Graph Options
The previous research in chapter 2 already stated the positive features of Sankey graphs
compared to other possible options. I implemented the test diagrams to have a more
detailed view of the generated diagrams with this particular dataset and to confirm the
positive features of the Sankey graph. While implementing the static test diagrams, it
became clear that all the other diagram options lacked important features or are otherwise
less suitable compared to the Sankey.
The parallel coordinates diagram has plenty of similarities compared to the Sankey.
The main reason this visualization type is not considered in this work is that the level
of detail it has is unnecessarily high for OD data. The parallel coordinates present every
single OD route from the dataset as a drawn line and due to a large number of flights
and routes in test data, each line has several overlapping lines. This results in difficulties
of both finding the correct values of single routes as well as the total measure amounts.
If the color scale is continent based, the crossing lines of the similar OD routes are in-
distinguishable. The advantages of single OD route lines are not relevant for this work,
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and therefore parallel coordinates would require edge bundling for this dataset, which is
already implemented in Sankey.
The network graph is a standard visualization method for graph type of data, one
or two-directional. It was also considered a valid option because OD data is essentially
a network of flights. Compared to Sankey, network graph algorithms have multiple dis-
advantages. The network graph requires additional work to show the thickness of the
edge bundling and direction of the connection if bi-directionality is taken into consider-
ation. The lack of identification of multidimensional data also requires additional work:
network visualization assumes that the data contains only nodes, source, and target, and
connections. It is difficult to identify multiple layers in this structure, and implementing
the data in a single layer can result in a structure that shows continents and countries as
equal dimensions. Although the network graph has multiple options for positioning and
bundling nodes, the Sankey has an existing implementation of both of these features.
The chord diagram visualizes flows like the Sankey graph, but instead in a round
shape. The flows reach from one side of the sphere to another. The chord diagram manages
to capture the thickness of the flow that is also implemented in the Sankey graph. The
only negative about the chord diagram is its limitation on variables. Chord diagram can
only fit a limited number of variables before the diagram becomes cluttered. The test I
performed with a limited amount of data showed that the maximum is two variables, and
for larger variables, such as the city, there is a need for detailed filters to narrow down
and bundle the data into a reasonable amount of flows. This type of extensive filtering
reduces the user’s viewpoint significantly. These features make the chord diagram difficult
to implement for large multidimensional datasets.
Previous research in chapter 2 shows that another option for visualizing multidimen-
sional data is to split it into multiple different visualizations [4]. Therefore, the final trial
is to combine a chord diagram and a heatmap as juxtaposed visualizations to increase
the number of dimensions shown. Heatmap is a colored matrix, where cells change color
based on their value. Heatmap is good for detailed numerical information, which is the
reason it was chosen as the second visualization to complement chord diagrams’ restricted
dimensions. For OD data, heatmap did provide a good presentation for larger variables
such as the city. The numerical values are visible next to the graph and the chord diagram
shows the summary flows.
There are two reasons why this juxtaposed visualization is not considered as a
good solution: 1) chord diagram still possesses issues with larger datasets, as discussed
previously, and 2) heatmap expands into an unnecessarily large diagram for all the possible
values. In other words, heatmap proved to be challenging specifically because of the OD
datasets flows. Multiple combinations of regional OD variables posses measure values only
for specific routes, i.e. not all routes are popular. The empty values cannot be eliminated
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if the region possesses even a one measure value, and this results in plenty of empty space
in the heatmap. The size of the heatmap is large and requires scrolling and zooming so
that the user can compare and view all the values. Therefore, this implementation would
require restrictive filtering to avoid an overcrowded view.
Combined with the findings above, the Sankey is chosen to be the visualization
option for this work. It combines the individual OD flights as flows of routes and can
show multiple variables in the same visualization. At the time of writing this work, the
research is not showing similar solutions for OD data that minimize the role of geographical
location and emphasize the flow quantity comparison. However, solutions outside the field
of aviation or transportation can still be applied, such as the interactive Sankey for energy
distribution [1].
There is one feature of the data that requires adjustments: bi-directionality. Tra-
ditional Sankey algorithms do not visualize bi-directional connections and connections
where departure and arrival node is the same [8]. This is resolved by transforming the
data in two ways: 1) the departure and arrival nodes are split by adding a suffix to values
2) the sorting of links and nodes is turned off to create a parallel set. The reason for this
is that distinguishing the same departure and arrival values avoids the cyclic loops in the
data.
By doing so, the data is left with categorical connections, much like in a parallel set
diagram. This does not, however, change the type of data, since the regional variables are
categorical, to begin with. The reason I refer to this graph as the Sankey graph is that
the aim is to visualize flows that have the source (departure) and target (arrival) nodes.
Also, the visualization is implemented with the Sankey visualization algorithm. For the
reasons mentioned above and for the sake of clarity, the implemented OD data diagram
is called the Sankey graph in this work.
4.2 Implementation of Interaction for Dynamic
Queries
The previous trial identified the Sankey graph as the visualization type for this work.
However, the static Sankey requires that the layout has filters that generate dynamic
queries to the multidimensional data respectfully. A static Sankey graph is only capable
of presenting a smaller, fixed amount of simultaneous data sources (nodes), a static layer
of data [2]. In order to create multiple layers with dynamic queries, interactive filtering
menu designs are created by following the Information Seeking Mantra.
The interaction tasks required from the menu are extracted from the use cases and
the task by data taxonomy. The interactions tasks are:
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1. The user needs to be able to filter the regions to pick the interesting ones for com-
parison.
2. The user needs to view and see the details of the given OD flow.
3. The different flows need to be compared and viewed simultaneously.
4. The previous filters need to be visible and the user can modify and delete them.
Before designing the layouts, key components that are essential for the menu layout
are identified. These key components are the ones used to filter the data, namely the
variables of the dataset: regions, provider of flight (Finnair / all providers), POS, date
values (Weekday, Month) and measure. These variables are included as filters that are
designed as selection components on the filtering menu.
The choice of component type is based on the data type and description: regions,
POS are larger categorical lists, the provider is a binary choice, and the measure and date
values are both a limited categorical list. Regions and POS require a larger open selection,
where individual values or multiple individual values can be chosen. The provider choice
can be a smaller selection of clickable elements, like button groups or checkboxes. The
measure values require a list as well. The user needs to identify them from the region
selections because the measure is the comparable variable and is represented as the thick-
ness of the flow. Weekday and month can also be represented as a list, but contain fewer
items than others. Therefore all of their values can be added at the same time, e.g. with
a button click.
In deciding the interaction and menu layout, multiple paper prototypes were made.
The paper prototypes are simple drawn images that quickly present the structure for
evaluation. These paper prototypes implement the key components as possible menu
components.
After the paper prototyping phase, a few mock layouts were made with an online
prototyping tool. These layouts represented the possible components and interactions
of the future study and are based on the initial ideas drawn in the paper prototypes.
The layouts are interactive user interface prototypes (mockups) that have one general use
case implemented in them. In total, there are three different layouts, one hierarchical
and two with open layout with different components to choose the suitable filters. The
mock layouts show that the general layout could be usable and some work is to be put in
designing them to be more fluent.
The mock layout prototyping phase identified two distinctive layout types: 1) a
more simplistic, depth-first interface with a minimal amount of information showing, and
2) a breadth-first interface that shows all of the variables at once. The implemented menu
layouts are structured according to this division.
5. OD Data Visualizer
Through the assessment of the design variations, two visualization tools are implemented
to compare what type of interactive menu layout is more suitable for visualizing OD
data. Each implementation is a web-based UI that consists of an interactive menu and
the visualization. The menu design varies between the implementations. The first menu
design consists of a hierarchical depth-first interactive menu structure. This structure
guides the user through the application by showing gradually new menu items. The
second menu design is a more open, breadth-first parallel layout that shows all possible
choices and allows the user to navigate through the menu items freely.
The implementation is built as a full-stack web application. The frontend is built
with React.js [21] and D3.js [5]. There are plenty of visualization libraries available, such
as Plotly [22], Seaborn [23] and amCharts [24]. D3.js is a data-driven visualization library
that supports modern browsers [5]. It supports the most common visualizations, as well
as modifications and additional interactive features.
The backend is responsible for constructing the query as well as transforming the
queried data. Backend receives the user input, reads the data from a database and then
aggregates and transforms it into an appropriate form for visualization (Source, Target,
Value). The backend is built with Python and utilizes the common data science libraries
for data wrangling, NumPy and Pandas [25, 26].
5.1 User Interface
The user interface of both design variations consists of an interactive menu layout on top
of the page and a dynamic visualization on the center of the page. The user is first shown
an overview Sankey graph, the flow between all contents, and the chosen filters for this
overview graph. The user then starts by adding more filters or generating completely
different filters for a new graph. When the filters are chosen, the graph updates to match
the selected variables and values.
The menu layouts filter selection is compared in this work. Since the focus is on
filter selection, other sections of the layout are similar between the variations. Both menu
designs have the same historical filter listing, and the Sankey graph is the same between
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the design layouts. In order to have a fair comparison, the style settings for the layouts
are also identical.
5.1.1 Menu Design No.1 – Parallel Layout
Figure 5.1: Parallel menu layout
The first graph has an open, breadth-first parallel layout. The parallel layout is
based on the idea that it shows the structure of the data, a table or matrix, in a table-like
format. Nothing is hidden, but instead, every variable is visible to the user. The selection
boxes are ordered linearly from left-to-right in a grid, where the largest region is on the
left. Each region selection is grouped vertically based on the region code: top selection
is for departure values and bottom for arrival values. The provider can be changed from
the top of the vertical group, which reloads the region values.
The ordering of values inside the selection components is alphabetical, except for the
measures that are ordered based on type: demand first and passenger amounts second.
For regional values and POS, there is no identified group of values that are the most used,
and therefore alphabetical ordering is implemented. The measures are ordered by their
type. The default measure is separated from the list on the top, followed by all demand
variables and booking amount variables. The variable names indicate if it is the demand
or booked passenger amount.
The task by data taxonomy specifies filter history, and how the user can view and
modify the previously chosen filters. This is implemented in the design with two com-
ponents: badges and filter listing. The user begins by choosing a single filter value from
the list and continues to choose them until satisfied. The choice is not restricted, and the
user can also add more values from multiple filters. The value choices are listed as badges
that are shown on the right. These badges are not yet visualized. Instead, the badges
allow the user to delete single values that they did not intend to choose.
The rationale behind the badge logic is that it reduces the redundant creation of
dynamic queries in the middle of filter choosing. Secondly, it creates a functional buffer
in case there is a lag between the frontend and backend calculation, in which case the
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user needs to wait for the results. The overall time to choose the filters was identified as
a common issue in tools used by analysts. When the user is in the middle of choosing the
filters, the dynamic query is updated. Instead of instantly rendering the visualization, the
menu options are unavailable and the query appears to load for a significant amount of
time with no sign of active loading, more commonly known as screen freezing. Changing
the filters is more time consuming since the user has to wait between each filter change
that the visualization is re-rendered. Therefore adding the badge functionality could
assure the analysts that the program does not spend their time any more than what is
necessary.
Figure 5.2: List of filter choices. Badges are shown on the left and chosen filters are on the
right
With a press of a button, the user confirms the badges and they are saved into
the filter list. Once the user has chosen the minimum of two filters, a dynamic query
is constructed and the data is filtered with the query. The resulting filtered raw data is
then transformed into a suitable format for the Sankey graph: source, target and value
of the flow. The filters can be deleted from the list. If after removal there are a minimum
of two filters, the query is constructed with the remaining filters and the visualization is
updated.
The menu no. 1 layout relies on the positive factors of the breadth-first layout
based on the previous research in chapter 2: familiarity and ease-of-use. Previous research
showed that the breadth-first layout is faster to navigate than depth-first [14, 15]. The
content of the menu is easier to learn because it is visible during the navigation. The
visibility of the filters and values can help the novice user to learn the structure easier.
The distances between each filter are short. The assumption is that the short dis-
tance encourages the user to choose multiple filters and to modify the filters afterward to
build the desired dynamic query. There is a small gap between the components to ease
the recognition of especially region filters types because these filters are presented in the
same type of selection list components.
One clear issue with the layout is that it takes a significant amount of space. The
larger layout forces the user to spend more time navigating back and forth and scrolling the
page to look for the correct filters. This was also taken into consideration when designing
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the menu: implementing all variables of the dataset as separate components would not fit
reasonably for the standard screen size of 14” without scrolling functionality. With all the
variables, including the provider selection, separately shown as lists, the selection boxes
total amount is 16. Therefore, a compromise was made to add radio button selection for
the OD flight provider. This halved the amount of screen space required while keeping
all the regional variables visible to the user.
The linear layout of the components is purely based on the structure of the dataset
and is not optimized on what filters are used often. Based on the use cases and expec-
tations towards the visualization, it is unclear which filters, other than measure, are the
most often used. The amount of filters also poses a challenge on the component allocation.
Most of the region filters are square lists of values and positioning them otherwise than
in a grid is troublesome.
5.1.2 Menu Design No.2 – Hierarchical Layout
Figure 5.3: Hierarchical layout of filter options: Each box is considered as one choice. The
box on the right consists of elements that are not dependent on the rest.
The variables of the OD dataset can be aligned in a semantic hierarchy. The vi-
sualization is for viewing and comparing the measures, and therefore the measures are
considered as the parent of the hierarchy. The next choice is either the provider (lighter
blue boxes) of the flight or the direction (green boxes). Either one can be aligned first,
but the original variable naming has the provider option first, and therefore it is placed
next in this hierarchy, followed by the direction. Both of these choices contain only two
options.
After the direction choice, the region variables can be identified. The hierarchy of
region variables is not strict since the user can choose any region despite the other regions.
The hierarchy resides in the values themselves because continents are geographically larger
and thus contain more OD routes than e.g. airports. Other variables POS, Month and
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Weekday are considered separate from this hierarchy and can be chosen at any step to
add additional value to the visualization.
The second graph has a depth-first menu layout that is based on the hierarchy
described above. The initial idea is that the layout guides the user to choose filters
according to the semantics of the data. Instead of giving all the options first and crowding
the menu layout, the user chooses the variables per their type.
The hierarchical structure follows the Information Seeking Mantra [3]. The user is
first given an overview of what type of information the filters contain and then the users
can pick and choose what information they wish to see. Details, in this case, region codes,
are presented when the descriptive values are chosen. This structure hides the original
variable structure and focuses more on what type of information the variables present.
Figure 5.4: Graph No.2 filter menu layout
The layout design is presented in pic 5.4. The hierarchical filter choice menu is
presented on the left. The filters are aligned from top-to-bottom, and the selection list
is updated on the right. Each departure and arrival dropdown menu components contain
a list of regional variables. Filter listing and modification (history) is identical to one in
menu design no. 1 described in subsection 5.1.1.
This type of menu layout is smaller and the user can view all the filter types at
one glance. There is no need for the user to scroll the page to find the correct filters.
The hierarchical structure creates a tunnel that guides the user to choose the correct
variables. The top-to-bottom hierarchy ends close to the visualization. The user has a
smaller distance to the graph after choosing all the variables, and the navigation time is
reduced. Thus, the smaller layout is beneficial for smaller screen sizes as well.
The hierarchy and the positioning of components are based on the semantics of the
data. Previous research has suggested that grouping components based on the user’s logic
can ease learning the menu layout. Also, the vertical movements between components are
known to be faster than horizontal [16], and therefore the hierarchy is aligned top-to-
bottom.
The depth-first layout has been proven to be slower to navigate in the previous
research in chapter 2. This menu layout does require extra navigation steps for the user.
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Since the levels of hierarchy increase navigation time, the hierarchy inside the components
is reduced so that the visible depth of dropdown menus is only limited to two levels. This
reduces the hierarchy inside the components and therefore the hierarchy is mostly on
the first level as the semantic hierarchy. Thus the labels of the semantic hierarchy are
constantly visible to the user while navigating the page.
5.1.3 Sankey Graph
Figure 5.5: Sample Sankey graph
As described in the pathway to suitable implementation, the Sankey graph was
chosen to be the visualization for this work. Figure 5.5 shows a graph generated with the
application. From left-to-right, the column order is Weekday, POS, Departure Continent,
and Arrival City. Nodes, other than in columns weekday and month, have the column
name at the end. The flow amounts are shown in a tooltip. The tooltip indicates the exact
amount of chosen measure, and source and target nodes names. When again, hovering
over the node, the OD flow links from and to that node are highlighted.
The Sankey graph implements the task by data type taxonomy’s task relate. Users
can view and compare the flows to extract insights from the data. Besides adjusting the
filters, the detailed view is implemented as a tooltip to avoid overlapping texts on top
of nodes and flows. The user can hover the mouse over a single flow and view the exact
measure and source and target node names from the appearing tooltip.
One issue that I found during implementation is that D3.js Sankey does not support
dynamic graph sizes. The SVG elements frame size can be adjusted dynamically, but the
links and nodes inside the element are constructed with the Sankey algorithm and are
not allowed to be modified after creation on the current session. This creates a need for
a change: the amount of nodes and links has to be fixed. By trial, the threshold for still
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clearly visible links was found to be 50 for the graph this size. Clearly visible means that
after 50, the nodes and links become overlapping and equally small in thickness, which
makes the graph harder to interpret.
There are two ways to overcome this issue, both of which I tested with a larger set
of data. First is by sizing the graph so that all the flows would have a visible thickness.
In order for the user to view the graph in this state, there needs to be a scrolling imple-
mentation. Scrolling decreases comparability between the flows since the user needs to
keep in mind the shape and thickness of the flow while searching the one to compare it to.
This type of comparison could be possible if the thickness of the flow differs significantly
but when the change is smaller, remembering and comparing the size increases the user’s
cognitive load.
The second option is to limit the data by selection. If the user selects more than
50 region codes, the application gives an alert indicating that the user should change the
filters. This furthermore limits the amount of data possible to show to the user, hence
diminishing the number of possible views shown to the user. However, this option is more
relevant. Resizing the graph on the 14” screen is not viable due to the need for extensive
scrolling both horizontally and vertically. And since showing over 50 variables in one
single view is not meaningful, implementing a limit is a better option for this work.
The Sankey graphs layout is the same for both interfaces. The layout options are
adjusted to fit the Sankey into Parallel Sets layout with a few exceptions. The sorting of
the nodes is turned off since it is not required for categorical connections in parallel sets.
This creates more overlapping flows in the graph but stabilizes the structure so that the
order of the node columns and flows is set by the input data [8].
There is a second reason why Sankey algorithms sorting is not used in this visu-
alization: the semantics for the data require a specific node ordering. There are three
conditions that the order must fulfill: 1) departures are on the left and arrivals on the
right, 2) geographical regions are sorted from largest to smallest, starting from the edges
of the graph, and 3) larger “all providers” variables are closer to edges, much like the ge-
ographical variable sorting. The sorting is in the backend implementation, so the Sankey
graph receives data that is ready to be visualized.
There is no specific meaning linked to the coloring of the links and nodes. There
are far more than 20 nodes and links, which is more than the number of colors in D3.js
libraries’ largest color schema can provide. The lack of color forces the graph algorithm
to recycle the colors, and thus the colors are implemented only to distinguish the flows
from one another. Coloring based on the node column is also an option, but this reduces
the recognition of differences of the vertically adjacent flows.
6. Online User Study
In order to evaluate the interaction and usability for both of the menu layouts, a survey
study is conducted. A survey study was chosen since it is a common practice to evaluate
menu usability and it is a flexible study for the participants. Survey study does not
require a specific lab setting and participants can fill it whenever they have the time for
it. The survey process also allows participants to view the menu layouts and visualization
on their laptops, which can provide useful information on how it is perceived in the work
environment setting.
6.1 The Integrated SUS Survey
The two menu layouts are evaluated based on a qualitative online survey. The purpose
of the study is to evaluate the two menu designs and how well the two designs manage to
show the OD data for the end-users. The users participating in this study are analysts
working for Finnair. The participants evaluate both of the layouts with the same set of
questions. This allows the participants themselves to compare which of the two layouts
they would use more likely.
The structure of the survey is the same for both versions of the menu design. The
participants first start by introducing themselves to the menu design through task ques-
tions. The quantitative task questions guide participants into finding information from
the menu and visualization, similar to what the actual use case would be. The contents
or the answers to a question are not relevant for this study, and the correctness only indi-
cates how hard it is to find individual information from the layouts. The task questions
are different for both menu designs to avoid users’ copying answers.
After familiarizing with the menu design, the participants are guided to answer a
short set of qualitative questions. The qualitative evaluation questions are based on the
system usability scale (SUS) [27]. SUS is a scalable questionnaire and can also be used
for smaller sample sizes. The SUS questionnaire consists of 10 individual items rated
between "Strongly Agree" and "Strongly Disagree". The answers are transformed into
numerical values, where a single SUS score scale is 0-100 per each question. Although
the scale is 0-100, this does not equal percentages. The SUS values can be normalized to
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get a percentile of the results. For this survey, eight SUS questions were chosen. These
eight questions have an equal number of positive and negative claims. The qualitative
questions are mixed to avoid the learning effect. There are two different measurements in
this study: the accuracy of interaction and the SUS evaluation of the interaction.
6.1.1 The Pilot Study
Before the survey study, the survey answering process was tested and verified. The initial
survey structure was verified with the thesis instructor, a user who is not familiar with the
dataset, to ensure that the online survey process is fluent. This initial pilot study showed
that there are misunderstandings of the filters are selected. The main issue was the filter
modification being an unclear step, where the location of where the chosen filters reside
is unclear. This is a potential challenge for the actual online survey.
After updating the application to the production environment, the application and
survey answering process is tested with two users in a pilot study. The pilot study setting
is the same as the online survey study. The particular two users were selected because
they are familiar with the data, but have not seen this graph before. The verification
process showed that answering the survey is fairly fast, with a mean time of 19 minutes.
The task questions’ answers have one false answer out of two, but the accuracy cannot
be confirmed with only two users. This result is still inconclusive and is yet to be verified
in the actual online study.
The application itself showed no major faults. The previously identified fault is in
the tooltip, which is customized as opposed to using D3.js default tooltip. The hover
functionality of the tooltip has an occasional lag and this could potentially show in the
results.
6.1.2 The Online Survey Results
The pilot study showed that the online survey process has no significant faults and there-
fore the survey process is replicated as the online survey study at Finnair. The online
survey received seven answers and the results from these answers are briefly discussed
below.
The task questions show that finding information is relatively accurate from visu-
alization. Menu design no. 1 (subsection 5.1.1) has only one fault answer in one of the
questions. Menu design no. 2 (subsection 5.1.2) question one has 57% correct answers,
while the second question has only one fault answer. This indicates that finding the infor-
mation is not entirely difficult. But taking in count the amount of time the users spend
on average on both menu designs, 26 minutes, it seems that navigating the page is still
complicated.
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The SUS scores average for parallel menu design no.1 (subsection 5.1.1) is 31.88 and
for hierarchical menu design no. 2 (subsection 5.1.2) 29.38. For a total of eight questions,
both scores are less than half (40 points). Below half-point is considered to be a poor
result in SUS evaluation.
The negative about the SUS survey is that there is no clear way to assess the Task by
Data Taxonomy’s interaction and how well the users follow the interaction cues. Based on
the SUS evaluation question scores, most of the participants think that the applications
are unnecessarily cumbersome (SUS Score 30 for both), but the menu design no. 1 could
be easily learned (SUS Score 40). The design no. 2 had more negative reviews in terms
of ease of use (SUS Score 30) but is considered less complex (SUS Score 25). The results
do not indicate which parts of the menu designs were considered cumbersome to use.
Additional work is required to identify the exact challenges of the interaction.
The results are somewhat inconclusive. It was found that there are no participants
for questions with a different order, so all of the participants answered the questions in
an identical order with the parallel menu design no. 1 being first. The parallel layout
received a higher score with two points, although the difference between the evaluations
is little. Thus, no further conclusions can be made if either of the menu designs is better
in terms of complexity and usability.
6.2 Summary
An online survey study was chosen as the study method for comparing the two menu
designs. The survey starts with quantitative task questions to familiarize participants
with the application. The usability is evaluated then with qualitative SUS survey ques-
tions. The pilot study showed that the survey answering is straightforward and minor
inconsistencies in the app can be found.
The results of the survey are inconclusive and show that there are open questions
yet to be answered. The menu designs received close to an equal SUS score and the scores
are less than half each. It is unclear why both of the scores are equally low and no further
evaluation of the menu designs can be made based on these scores.
The weight of the survey process is small, but the process itself could have been
better. Giving users a chance to compare both menu designs is not ideal, instead of a
fixed group of users who have only one graph to compare is more suitable for this situation.
The survey form is also missing the open feedback option, which would have given users
a chance to explain why they gave the particular score. This could help identify if the
problem is in the implementation of the web application or the structure of the interactive
menu.
7. Expert Review
The online survey study is limited in terms of feedback and more insights are required
to answer the research questions. In order to gain further insights, a short interview of
two experts is conducted. The first expert (E1) is an interaction design researcher from
the University of Helsinki, the second (E2) is an analyst who uses OD data in his job at
Finnair.
The focus of the expert review is in gathering feedback from general usability, in-
teraction, and visualization, as well as future improvements concerning any aspects of
the designs. The answers are categorized based on what specific aspect of the design
they concern. The experts first familiarized themselves with both designs through a given
task. After familiarization, feedback is gathered in a short interview which consists of
open-ended feedback questions.
7.1 Filter Choice
Both experts (E1, E2) had issues finding how and when is the filter added to the selec-
tions. The filters had been left in the badge section, but the button to add them to the
chosen filter list is never pressed. The parallel choosing of filters in design no. 1 was
considered less intuitive (E1) because the user has to jump between different selections.
The additional filter choice is also questioned (E1), and it also adds an extra step to the
navigation.
Although the difficult interpretation, both experts (E1, E2) agreed that modifying
the chosen filters is important. Second expert (E2) considered the modifying step between
actual filters important from his own experience. A suggestion is made to add animation
(E1) to show the user where the filter is moved to. Also, the possibility to interact straight
with the graph (E1) is discussed.
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7.2 Navigation
The experts have different views of which layout they prefer in terms of navigation. First
expert (E1) indicates that navigating menu design no. 2 is more streamlined and fits
the given task. The navigations hierarchy guides the user to choose the desired values.
For the second expert (E2) the design no. 1 seems to be more intuitive throughout the
interview. The layout shows all information at once, which reduces the time of navigating
the application.
Also, it became clear that the lack of current visualization affects the results. OD
data has no visualization currently, and therefore the only way to compare and view the
data is through a matrix (or table) (E2). Matrix format data is high in the amount of
information packed in one view but lacks the perspective of size comparison. This is also
one explanation as to why design no. 2 had a lower review: the analysts are used to
looking at data in a matrix format instead of a hierarchical format.
The structure of the task is also considered during the interview. The task can
be more suitable for hierarchical navigation (E1). The listing of values follows the same
order as the hierarchical menu. Finding the correct flow also proves to be difficult and
unintuitive as the task only covers half of the final visualization (E2).
The provider choice is considered unintuitive as well. Base regions are significantly
more often looked than Geo regions (E2) and therefore the analysts can naturally choose
Base although the task indicates Geo. A second consideration, pointed by the previous
research, is that these mixed-initiative menus with two types selections are slower to
choose than single choice adaptive menus [28].
It was clear that showing all the OD variables at once would create too much in-
formation on one view. Although the menu design no. 2’s usability can be learned (E2),
a midway implementation from the current OD matrix to menu design no. 1 is more
intuitive. The OD measures could be visible from the start (E2) and a comparison of two
or more measures for the same regions could be applied. The filter menu could be hidden
and exposed when changing filters (E2).
7.3 The Measures
The position and role of the measures are ambiguous in both of the menu designs. Chang-
ing the measure is considered less intuitive and left out (E1) when choosing the filters for
the task. Comparing only one measure is limiting (E2). Comparing the same regions, but
different measures would prove also useful.
The measures are intentionally moved at the top of the hierarchy on menu design
no. 2, but in design no.1 the position of the measure is on the right where there is enough
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space for it. The positioning and highlighting this as the most important list could provide
aid in finding it. Also, a suggestion is made that all the dropdown variables (E2) could
be visible selections lists as well.
7.4 Summary
The expert evaluations provided valuable feedback on the two prototype menu designs.
The general usability and real-life use cases are contradictory. The hierarchical navigation
has a better flow, but the usage of the parallel layout can be grasped faster. For future
reference, a design that implements both usability best practices and end-users preferences
would be ideal.
8. Discussion of Results
The online survey results are inconclusive, but there are smaller findings that can be
made from the results. These findings are the baseline for the discussion presented in this
chapter. The expert review feedback on the usability of the menu designs is discussed
here together with the online survey results findings.
I have categorized these findings according to the challenges described in the In-
troduction: complexity and interaction. Together with the discussion of the findings,
suggestions are made for improvements that could be implemented in the future.
8.1 Complexity
From the online survey scores, it appears that complexity is persisting for both visual-
ization tools. According to the results, interaction is not successful in transforming the
data into a less complex format. The time it took to users to evaluate the menu designs,
26 minutes on average, indicates that it takes plenty of time to get to know into the
layout and finding the appropriate information. However, there is little information if the
user has kept the form open during other tasks than the survey, which could increase the
answering time.
This type of application from the data is also new to the participants. Since they
are experts of the data, but new to the menu design, they could be considered as being in
the novice-to-expert transformation phase. Two distinctive findings could help to explain
the poor results: 1) the visual representation does not match the participants learned
expert behavior and 2) the novice-to-expert learning is not supported in the menu design,
identified in chapter 2.
The cognitive model and visual perspective of the data could be different than
what the menu designs and visualization shows. The participants may have imagined the
data visually different than is shown here, and the threshold to understand this visual
presentation is greater. The initial background information revealed that the analysts are
accustomed to viewing the data as a matrix, which could help explain the poor survey
results of the hierarchical menu design no. 2.
The expert review provides more insight into this though the process. The menu
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design no. 1 is preferred since it shows all the information at once, similar to a matrix.
Since this type of menu design is closer to a matrix, it is more familiar for the analysts.
This indicates that analysts can learn the menu design faster.
For future work, this type of visibility into the end-users perspective should be de-
termined more carefully beforehand. This could mean including more end-users to design
the application, and adding more visual cues that are more familiar and present during
the navigation. Therefore this current state of the menu designs could be considered as
the first test in the design process.
Despite the challenges of the menu design complexity, the Sankey graph, although
being an unconventional visualization, is considered a valid technique to visualize the
measures. The task in the expert review was considered to be inconsistent with the
visualization since it only covered half of the Sankey graph. The lack of measure com-
parison was mentioned and this is something that could be implemented with additional
juxtaposed visualizations.
Additional juxtaposed visualizations could give the user more insights into the data.
However, the changes added should focus on the interaction and larger changes to the
Sankey graph, such as adding an additional dimension to the Sankey, could over compli-
cate the graph as shown in the previously mentioned example of an energy system graph
[2]. Two distinctive Sankey graphs can be too large for comparison, so the size of the
juxtaposed visualizations should be taken into account. It is also worth mentioning that
showing the geographical location needs to be reconsidered.
8.2 Interaction
Based on the online survey results, it is left unclear whether part of the usability issues
come from the small inconsistencies in the implementation. The pilot study feedback
showed that the custom made tooltip had issues staying put and the website’s custom
made certificate had looked untrustworthy for some participants. These small details
may have had an impact on the usability score. However, the issue of certificate was
eliminated at the expert review and the tooltip did not receive any feedback, partially
due to a limitation of one task.
The expert review results indicate that there are changes to be made to the filter
selection and modification process, the badge and filter list functionalities. The choice of
filter and its locations needs to be more visible. Modification of filters is important but
could be integrated with the other filters. To reduce possibly slow rendering time, a button
for updating visualization based on filters could be added. It should also be determined
if partially merging the filtering functionality to the Sankey graph could make navigation
faster and more fluent.
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The navigation of both menus received contradictory feedback from the expert re-
view, indicating that the general usability and real-life use cases do not meet. The hierar-
chical navigation in design no. 2 is streamlined and guides the user to choose the values,
but the usage of the parallel design no. 1 can be grasped faster due to the open layout.
The feedback suggests that the hierarchical layout is missing the visual cues that help the
user navigate, but the usability of the parallel layout is decreased due to the size of the
layout. Therefore a midway solution from the two layouts would be ideal, where the user
is both guided to choose the filters and is shown the filter options openly.
The measures are not visible in the current designs and could be emphasized. Im-
proved visual cues should be added and the current chosen measure needs to be visible
outside the tooltips and filter lists. Also, the provider choice can be diminished in this
scenario and instead provide a less visible option to choose geo variables.
The visualization application itself can be further expanded for future work. An-
imations, such as drag-and-drop filters, could ease the interaction with the menu and
the visualization. The review suggests that a design that implements both usability best
practices and end-users preferences would be ideal.
8.3 The Study
Overall, the results of the online survey study are poor, but there is a lesson to be
learned here. Simplifying the graph layout and making sure everything non-study related
functions as expected is one point. In practice, this could be making sure all components
work, the lag is small and the application is easily accessible to users. Second is that to
do this type of visualization tool, deeper design insights are needed. The expectations of
users and the implementation of the design do not meet currently. In future work, the
design should be upgraded to match their expectations.
The online survey scores have only a small impact, but together with the expert
review, they provide some insights into the design differences. The interview gave more
options to verify how the interaction is perceived by the participant and is the expectations
of the Task by Data Taxonomy met. The interview revealed the challenges in the filter
functionality, navigation and measure variables visibility that were unidentifiable from
the online survey study.
9. Conclusions
This work compares two interactive menu designs for visualizing Origin-Destination data.
Origin-Destination (OD) data is a crucial part of price estimation in the aviation industry,
and an OD flight is any number of flights a passenger takes in a single journey. The OD
data is a complex set of data that is both flow and multidimensional type of data.
The visualization type chosen for this work is the Sankey graph. In comparison with
a static one days worth of data, Sankey graph proved to be the most suitable visualization
in terms of showing both the flow data and multidimensional data. The comparison be-
tween other relevant visualization techniques showed that Sankey is capable of presenting
multiple dimensions without excess visual clutter or the need for larger modification to
the existing graph.
A static Sankey graph is only capable of showing a limited amount of data in one
view. To overcome this limitation, interactive menu design is implemented. The menu
consists of filter selection to create dynamic queries to filter the data. The interaction
follows the Task by Data Taxonomy.
Different menu design options are tested and two designs are selected for this work:
a parallel breadth-first layout and a hierarchical depth-first layout. The first menu design
relies on the positives of the breadth-first layout and is closer to the underlying original
OD dataset. The second layout follows the semantics of the data and is compact in terms
of screen size.
The two designs are compared in an online survey study. The online survey study
results are somewhat inconclusive. The survey study results prove to have little weight
in terms of answering the research questions and the survey process could be improved
as well. The online survey left unclear whether the menu designs are overcomplicated for
the users or did the survey process had an effect on the results. In order to clarify and
gain more insights, an expert review is conducted.
Both menus received positive and negative feedback from the experts. The filter
listing and modification was difficult to find in both menu designs and the horizontal
navigation received negative feedback in term of navigation time and consistency. Despite
the difficulties, the filter navigation was considered an important part of the menu design.
The navigation of the menu designs received differing reviews. The matrix-like
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design of the menu design no. 1 was considered more familiar and the open layout
received positive feedback. On the other hand, the flow of the menu design no. 2 was
considered more streamlined and better suited for the given navigation task. Although
the menu design no. 2 is more complex, to begin with, it could be learned with time.
The role of the measure variable was little in both of the designs and could be
emphasized in future work. The measure is difficult to find and change of measure was not
visibly indicated in the graph. Comparing two measures simultaneously is also mentioned
during the interview.
In terms of visualizing complex data, the Sankey graph has proven to be a valid
solution. Instead, the interaction of the menu designs is what requires further considera-
tion. The results show that both of the graphs have potential, but there is a gap between
the design and expectations of the analysts. For future work, a solution that combines
the positives of the two designs could be considered. The visibility of both the filters and
the chosen filters listing needs to be considered. This work can be considered as the first
step in designing a valid interactive visualization tool for presenting OD data.
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